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Med. Center implements
new Ebola protocols
by Jei-Jei Tan

Daily Editorial Board

Tufts Medical Center (MC) has
recently implemented a number of preventative measures
and protocols in response to the
recent Ebola outbreak in West
Africa, which has also received
much attention in the United
States following a few reported
cases, the most recent of which
was diagnosed on Thursday
in New York City.
Over the past three weeks
Tufts MC has evaluated four
patients for possible Ebola
symptoms, but determined that
none of them met the criteria for
an expected Ebola case, according to Media Relations Specialist
at Tufts MC Jeremy Lechan.
Harris Berman, dean of
the Tufts University School of
Medicine and professor of public
health and community medicine,
explained that the recent cases
of Ebola in Texas have brought
increased attention to the proper
ways for all healthcare workers to
deal with the disease.
At Tufts MC an extensive team
of individuals has worked over
the past several weeks to develop
and implement the new measures and procedures to deal
with potential suspected cases
of Ebola, according to Brien
Barnewolt, chairman and chief
of the Department of Emergency
Medicine at Tufts MC.
“Our procedure for evaluating patients is multi-faceted,” he
explained.

Barnewolt said that there is
a series of screening questions
that take place upon first contact
with the patient. These questions
follow guidelines provided by
the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC) and ask
patients about international
travel to West Africa and possible
symptoms they may have.
“We use an electronic medical record here, so these questions have been incorporated
into that,” he said. “Information
is obtained right up front and
recorded into the electronic
medical record so [it is] readily
available to [hospital staff].”
Barnewolt added that these
types of questions are not new for
such an outbreak. Similar questions had been developed when
other infectious diseases, such
as severe acute respiratory syndrome and Middle East respiratory syndrome, were prevalent.
According to Barnewolt, the
symptoms that doctors look for
include fever, abnormal bleeding, headache, nausea, vomiting
and diarrhea. In addition, the
patient must have either traveled to Sierra Leone, Guinea
or Liberia or had contact with
someone with Ebola in order to
be considered a suspected case.
If any concern is raised during the screening process, the
patient is handed a mask to put
over his or her mouth and nose
and is entered into the closest isolation room, Barnewolt
added. The hospital has a team
of experts in infectious disease
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Congresswoman Katherine Clark (D-Mass.) and Massachusetts Governor Deval Patrick address constituents
during a canvassing kickoff event at the Danish Pastry House yesterday.
that will respond to that location, where additional history of
the patient is taken. The team
then consults with the Boston
Public Health Commission,
the Department of Health and
potentially the CDC in order to
determine whether further testing will be necessary.
Barnewolt
noted
that
Massachusetts has recently
obtained the ability to do testing
on a state level, whereas previously patients would have to be
tested at the CDC in Atlanta.
see EBOLA, page 2

TCU Senate Update
In an exceptionally short
meeting this week, the Tufts
Community Union (TCU) Senate
listened to reports by its various
committees and reviewed the
allocation of funds to a number
of student organizations.
Education Committee Co-Chair
Sam Berzok began by explaining
the group’s progress in bringing
to fruition individual project ideas,
including that of senior Michael
Maskin, who proposed a sort
of co-op living arrangement for
the Tufts community. Berzok, a
junior, said that the feasibility of
this project, as well as of others,
would be discussed in further
detail next week.
Ramiro Sarabia, also co-chair
of the Education Committee,
reported plans to meet with
Experimental College faculty early
this week to propose the addition of business classes to their
roster. These new courses would
be specifically geared toward
entrepreneurship and computer
science, according to Sarabia, a
sophomore.
Student Outreach Committee
Chair Brian Tesser then described
preliminary ideas for TCU’s annual
Senate Leadership Dinner.
“Two leaders from each student group on campus come

together with a new theme or
goal in mind,” Tesser, a junior,
said. “The goal changes from
year to year and has not yet
been solidified for 2014, but
we are accepting submissions
and ideas.”
Various members of Senate
also discussed upcoming plans
to post a large physical space
or board detailing their Senate
updates. This would include a
roster of everyone on each committee, a spotlight for particular
members and weekly ideas and
would be located in Tisch Library
or the Mayer Campus Center.
Co-Chair of the  Services
Committee Janna Karatas discussed an effort with Director of
Dining and Business Services Patti
Klos to keep students informed of
improvements to the Commons
Deli and Grill and student spaces
in line with Tufts Strategic Plan.
Karatas, a junior, said this includes
a requirement for all new buildings to have a space for dining,
working and students and professors’ hosting meetings.
According to Karatas, Klos said
to expect the re-opening of the
Commons around Dec. 1 and
a return of late-night dining in
the first or second week of next
semester.

The Allocations Board then
reported that it had received
requests from student clubs and
organizations, beginning with a
cappella group Essence, which
was allocated $100 for food and
reserving microphones.
Tufts VOX was then approved
for a total of $12 for advertising,
but was denied its request for
$471 worth of sex supplies, fliers, condoms, ribbons, tape and
food, which would have gone
toward promotion for speaker
Oh Megan! According to TCU
Teasurer Adam Kochman, a
junior, VOX was not awarded this
money due to TCU’s inability to
fund giveaways.
Senate voted in favor of
$4,081.78 for Tufts University
Television to help with its lack
of electronic equipment, administrative supplies and safe storage. Applejam was also awarded
$2,000 to host an event later in
the semester.
TCU closed its meeting by
announcing it had granted official
recognition to a few new student
groups, including Parnassus, a literary journal, and Another Option,
which offers weekend alternatives
to the party scene on campus.
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Students launch UAID
chapter on campus
by Sun Ho Lee

Contributing Writer

Two students, Christopher
Kuhner and Yimin Zhang,
recently launched a Tufts chapter of United Against Inequities
in Disease (UAID), a nationwide organization that seeks to
empower “students and communities to eliminate health
inequities,” according to its
website.
Sophomores Kuhner and
Zhang spearheaded the initiative to bring a chapter of the
organization to Tufts, and will
serve as the new president and
vice president of Tufts UAID,
respectively.
“Our goal is to engage in
the community and start sustainable health initiatives for
inequalities that we are currently experiencing, including
the minority, women, homeless and the poor,” Kuhner said.
“We want to help empower students and help create a better
system for the future.”
According to Kuhner, he
and Zhang began discussing the potential for launching the club after they realized
that a number of health groups
already on the Tufts campus have focused primarily on
health issues of global significance, but do not necessarily
address issues of the nearby
communities.
Kuhner
explained
that
his interest in serving the
Medford and Boston communities helped inspire his decision to apply to the national
headquarters of UAID, which
is based in Cambridge, to start
a new chapter at Tufts. He
explained that the chapter at
Tufts was officially launched in
September.

The two students are in the
process of planning a project, titled “Box-City,” for the
upcoming spring semester that
aims to raise awareness among
the Tufts community about
health inequalities and homelessness, according to Zhang.
The project will involve the
decoration of cardboard boxes
to promote consciousness of
these issues in the Boston area.
“Box-City would hopefully
give people some ideas that not
only [do] we have to take care
of global health, but [we] also
[have to take care of ] health
issues that are right next to
us,” she said. “We plan to decorate cardboard boxes so people
understand many people don’t
have places to sleep during
cold Boston winter nights.”
Zhang cited the October
closing of the Long Island
Bridge, which crosses the
Boston Harbor to connect the
mainland with Long Island, the
site of the city’s largest shelter
facility for the homeless, as an
example of a current health
problem in the area.
“Health inequalities problems are happening right
now just near us in the
Boston Harbor,” Zhang said.
“Currently, the bridge [that]
needs construction … was the
only path to deliver healthcare
for many people. Patients can’t
take drugs or receive necessary
treatments.
According to Zhang and
Kuhner, the organization has
received help from many
other organizations and students on campus, and has
received positive responses
thus far. They added that they
have also received aid from
see UAID, page 2
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UAID seeks to eliminate health inequities
UAID

continued from page 1

the Community Health Program, Tufts
Peer Health Collaborative and
the Lesbian Gay Bisexual and
Transgender Center.
The group will continue to plan
different collaborative actions with
groups that have similar goals, according to Zhang and Kuhner. They hope
to have liaisons with Peer Health
Collaborative and the Group of Six.
Though students have shown interest in the organization, Zhang and
Kuhner explained that they hope to
see more passionate individuals with
positive mindsets join Tufts UAID as
the new group gets settled on campus.
Before coming to Tufts, the first
chapter of UAID was launched at Yale
University in 2009 by then-sophomore

Sonia Gupta, who sought to find sustainable solutions to real-world health
problems, according to a presentation by Tufts UAID. Given that every
community is unique and that many
volunteers go abroad for only a few
weeks each year to help others but are
unable to leave a lasting impact on
global health issues, Gupta looked to
organize smaller groups to more effectively fight health inequality issues in
local communities.
The national UAID organization
has now grown to boast 15 chapters
nationwide at universities including
Columbia University, University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor and New York
University, and has had over 2,000
members, 20 international trips and
four national symposiums since its
founding, according to its website.

Visiting the Hill this week
MONDAY
In Their Own Hands: How Savings
Groups
are
Revolutionizing
Development
Details: Jeffrey Ashe, a research fellow at the Global Development and
Environment Institute, will discuss how
savings groups can help the two-anda-half billion people worldwide who are
too poor and live in rural areas to be
served by traditional financial institutions.
When and Where: 12:30 – 1:30 p.m.,
44 Teele Ave., 3rd floor conference room
Sponsor: Global Development and
Environment Institute
Lyon & Bendheim Alumni Lecture
Series
Details: Neil Blumenthal (LA ’02), cofounder and co-CEO of Warby Parker,
an eyewear designer, will be giving the
lecture.
When and Where: 6 – 7:30 p.m., Cabot
ASEAN Auditorium
Sponsors: Tufts University Alumni
Association, Tufts Gordon Institute, Tufts
Entrepreneurial Leadership Program
“Winter, Go Away!” Film Screening
and Discussion on the Russian Protest
Movement with Anna Moiseenko
Details: “Winter, Go Away!” (2012) is a
Russian film made by ten young documentarians sent by Novaya Gazeta and
Moscow’s School for Documentary Film
and Theater to chronicle the protest
movement against Vladimir Putin’s government in early 2012. Anna Moiseenko,
one of the ten directors, will answer
questions after the screening.
When and Where: 8 – 10:30 p.m., Tisch
Library, Room 304
Sponsor: Center for the Humanities at Tufts
TUESDAY
A Conversation with Jennifer De
Leon
Details: Jennifer De Leon, editor of “Wise
Latinas: Writers on Higher Education,” a
collection of pieces about the Latina college experience, will read from the book
and talk about the issues facing Latinas
in higher education.
When and Where: 4:30 – 5:45 p.m.,
Balch Arena Theater
Sponsors: Latino Center, English
Department, Women’s Center, Lambda
Pi Chi Sorority
Tisch College Distinguished Speaker
Series: Kathleen Sebelius, Former
Secretary of Health and Human
Services
Details: Kathleen Sebelius, who served
as secretary of the Department of Health
and Human Services from 2009 until
April 2014, during which time she supported passage of the Affordable Care
Act and oversaw services to help families
during the economic crisis, will discuss
healthcare and healthcare policy.
When and Where: 5 – 6:30 p.m., Cabot
ASEAN Auditorium
Sponsors: Jonathan M. Tisch College
of Citizenship and Public Service, the
School of Dental Medicine, the Friedman
School of Nutrition Science and Policy,
the School of Medicine, Tufts Clinical
and Translational Science Institute,
the Office of the Provost

The Work of Waste: Inside Urban
India’s Infra-Economy
Details: Vinay Gidwani, associate professor in the Department of Geography,
Environment and Society and Institute
for Global Studies at the University
of Minnesota, will present a lecture
about work, poverty, livelihoods and
agro-ecological change in the context
of India.
When and Where: 5:30 – 7:30 p.m.,
Fung House, first floor
Sponsor: Tufts Center for South Asian
and Indian Ocean Studies
Music and Poetry from Russian
Activist, Kirill Medvedev
Details: Kirill Medvedev, Russian poet
and activist, will provide samples of his
work.
When and Where: 6:45 p.m., Distler
Performance Hall, Perry and Marty
Granoff Music Center
Sponsors: Center for the Humanities
at Tufts, Jonathan M. Tisch College
of Citizenship and Public Services, the
Institute for Global Leadership
THURSDAY
Struggles of being a Woman in
Society and Cinema
Details: Nandita Das, Indian actress and
director, will lead the discussion.
When and Where: 5:30 – 7:30 p.m.,
Cabot Intercultural Center, Room 206
Sponsor: Tufts Center for South Asian
and Indian Ocean Studies
The Fall 2014 Gifford Lecture
Details: Marie-Anick Gervais-Zaninger
will present a lecture in French, titled
“Territoires du féminin dans ‘Capitale de
la douleur’ de Paul Eluard.”
When and Where: 6 – 7 p.m., Cabot
Intercultural Center Lobby
Sponsor: Department of Romance
Languages
Inclusive
Growth:
Ensuring
Prosperity Reaches Africa’s Bottom
of the Pyramid
Details: Donald Kaberuka, president of
the African Development Bank, will
present.
When and Where: 6 – 7:30 p.m., Cabot
ASEAN Auditorium
Sponsors: The Institute of Business in the
Global Context, Fletcher Africana Club
FRIDAY
Fear in the Revolutionary Americas,
1776-1865
Details: Various scholars will discuss the
role of fear in revolutions and counterrevolutions across the Americas. Alan
Taylor, professor at the University of
Virginia, and David Geggus, professor at
the University of Florida, will give the
keynote lectures.
When and Where: 9 a.m. – 6 p.m.,
Ballou Hall, Coolidge Room
Sponsors: Center for the Humanities
at Tufts, Department of History, Center
for the Study of Race and Democracy,
Latin American Studies, Department of
Romance Languages
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Tufts MC sets new procedures for
treating potential Ebola patients
EBOLA

continued from page 1

“The state of Massachusetts is very much
prepared and doing very well on that level,
but continues to modify its evaluation process and response process,” he said.
Tufts MC is also continuing to learn
from other healthcare institutions around
the country, refining and modifying its
own protocols as necessary, according
to Barnewolt.
“The process is ongoing, it’s continuous
and it’s time-intensive,” he said.
According to Berman and Barnewolt,
Tufts MC has been training its personnel in
proper protocols to follow, including how
to use isolation units and personal protective equipment such as hazmat suits.
“Our hospital has a whole team of
experts and individuals who have already
worked countless hours … from the training of staff to the acquisition of materials to the writing of procedures and the
rewriting of procedures to participation
in numerous conference calls and educational opportunities with both regional
and national experts,” Barnewolt said. “It’s

pretty overwhelming … It’s been an excellent response.”
Both Berman and Barnewolt underscored that it is extremely unlikely that an
outbreak of Ebola will happen in the United
States, given that transmission only occurs
through close contact with an infected person and that the United States already has
a developed health system that will prevent
spread of the disease.
Berman’s advice to the public is to “calm
down,” adding that this is similar to other
infectious diseases which the United States
has had a lot of experience controlling in
the past. However, he said that people
should educate themselves about Ebola
and how the disease is transmitted.
“It’s far more likely, in this upcoming
flu season, that thousands of people will
get the flu, and nationwide we will have
many deaths from just the ordinary flu,”
Barnewolt added. “While Ebola is a concern and it has everybody’s attention right
now, while you’re educating yourself about
Ebola and the very low chances of getting
it, also educate yourself about the flu [and
how to prevent it].”

nicholas pfosi / the tufts daily

Tufts Medical Center has implemented new Ebola protocols for its staff.

Tufts Programs
Abroad 2015-16
Upcoming Informational Pizza Parties

Tufts in Madrid/Alcalá:
Tuesday, October 28th at 6:00pm
Dowling Hall, Room 745A

Tufts in Tübingen:

Thursday, November 6th at 6:00pm
Dowling Hall, Room 745A

Tufts in China:

Wednesday, November 12th at 6:00pm
Dowling Hall, Room 745A
Other Upcoming Tufts Programs Pizza Parties:
Tufts in Ghana: Thurs., 11/13 @ 6pm in Africana Center (Capen House)
Tufts in Paris: Tues., 11/18 @ 6pm in Dowling 745A

Applications due Feb. 2 (Oxford: Dec. 1)
http://uss.tufts.edu/studyabroad

—compiled by Jei-Jei Tan
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New marketplace to open in Davis Square
next fall
by Mengqi Sun

Daily Editorial Board

With the opening of Brothers
Marketplace in Davis Square next
fall, grocery shopping will soon
become much easier for Tufts students.
According to a Sept. 17, 2014 article in the Somerville Times, Brothers
Marketplace, a small-scale, high-end
grocery shop owned by Roche Bros.,
will occupy the basement and the first
floor of the currently abandoned Social
Security office located at 240 Elm Street.
According to John “Jack” Connolly,
Alderman-At-Large of the City of
Somerville, the plan was presented to
the public this past May and received
no oppositions during its public hearing on Oct. 16, 2014.
Connolly said that having the store in
Davis is essential, as it meets the increasing demand of the local residents.
“If I [had] a dollar for every time
someone says to me that we really
need a grocery store in Davis Square,
I would have retired a very long time
ago,” he said.
Associate Professor of Urban and
Environmental Policy and Planning
Justin Hollander believes that Davis
Square is a good location for the store.
“I think that Davis Square is an
excellent location because you have the
T stop there [and] it is an area that is
growing in population,” he said. “There
are quite a lot of houses that had been
single family homes in this area, and
now they have broken up into two or
sometimes even three units … So you
have an increasing population in Davis
Square. So there is demand for a market
that is closer.”
Connolly also believes that opening
a grocery store in Davis Square provides
great convenience to the local residents.
“Because there are a lot of those
who live right near Davis Square, Porter
Square is a much longer walk [and it’s]
very difficult to park,” he said. “If you
have a marketplace in Davis, many of
us can just walk for five to 10 minutes.
Having it near the neighborhood makes
it more convenient.”
In addition, Hollander explained
that the reuse of the old Social Security
office building, which has been vacant
since 2010, will be beneficial for both
the city and Tufts.
“I have done a lot of research on
… abandoned buildings, and the most
important thing is you don’t want a
building to be sitting vacant for a long
period of time,” he said. “Because then
vandals will come in and vandalize,
and people will be worried about the
economic climate and other sectors will
be less likely to invest. So it’s important
that a city encourage the use of a structure like that.”
Accoring to Connolly, based on its
detailed market analysis and its expe-

Courtesy John Connolly

A “small-scale, high-end” grocery store, Brothers Marketplace, owned by the Roche Bros.
would bring fresh, locally sourced food to Davis Square if approved in a public hearing.
rience in successfully running two
similar stores in Weston and Medfield,
the Brothers Marketplace aims to
appeal to both students and seniors,
as well as working professionals living
in the area.
“[It’s an ideal place] that you can
come every other day to get fresh vegetables and meals to go,” Connolly said.
“They love this area, because there is
such a huge number of people who
can walk or take the T, or come to
Davis anyways, because there are a lot
of choices in Davis. So they very much
want to be here.”
According to Connolly, the grocery
store will provide locally sourced and
fresh produce, fish and poultry at
affordable prices; a cafe; and space for
farmers’ market vendors to sell their
goods during the wintertime.
“They have considered anybody who
needs to eat … fresh food, whether you
are 15 or 65,” he said.
Based on his own undergraduate
experience here at Tufts, Hollander
believes that the new grocery store will
help students.
“I was an undergraduate myself at
Tufts,” he said. “There aren’t too many
supermarkets nearby if you don’t have
a car. I remember doing food shopping at Jumbo Express. So this is [going
to] provide a lot more options than just
a convenience store. So for some students I think this is [going to] be a major
improvement.”
Hollander also mentioned that having a small marketplace next to a college campus makes sense, as has been
shown in other situations.
“At Northeastern University, they
have this new development right at
the edge of their campus, and there is
a market roughly the same size as this
one being proposed,” he said. “I think it
is a really good model.”
Despite the convenience that the
grocery store will bring, junior Zhixin
Xia does not find another supermarket

Courtesy John Connolly

A new grocery store may be coming to the abandoned Social Security office located
at 240 Elm Street.

necessary in the area. Nevertheless, she
believes that the new grocery store will
provide more options for the students
and support for the local business.
“It would be nice to buy fresh produce from Davis, but I don’t know if
it’s entirely necessary because there’s
a Stop & Shop really close-by, which
is approximately the same walking
distance to Davis,” she said. “But I
guess [as] people become more into
organic produce and local produce
now, I think there is more room to
have one in Davis … [which] is more
locally based, and much more locally
sustainable.”
The community has received these
plans for the new supermarket well,
according to Connolly.
“We had two big neighborhood
meetings … and there was overwhelming support for the market,” he said.
Incorporating the existing Dunkin’
Donuts as a store-within-a-store, the
construction of the new grocery store
will start around mid-November, with
a new fitness center being built on the
second floor at the same time, according to Connolly.
“The hard part is when you build it for
a year or so, there will be inconveniences
… [as] there will be a big construction
site for many months to a year,” he said.
“But after a year, when they put up a
beautiful marketplace, it will certainly
be a big appeal to everybody.”
According to the article in the
Somerville Times, concerns have been
raised about the competition that will
arise between the locally owned grocery stores such as MacKinnon’s Meat
Market and this supermarket storechain. Connolly, however, believes that
it won’t be a problem.
“It does provide competition for
another place, [such as] McKinnon’s
marketplace and Dave’s,” he said. “But I
think it will actually help them, because
they have very good prices and a lot
of people will continue to be loyal to
them, and [the new store] will also drive
customers for them.”
Considering the store’s accessibility by
bike, train, bus and foot, Connolly believes
in the great prospects of this plan.
“Because I have been in Davis for a
very long time, I can tell you that it is
going to be a tremendous opportunity
to fill a void that has been missing here
in Davis for almost 25 years, to have a
grocery store with this extensive mix of
products,” he said.
After its public hearing, this plan is
waiting for its final decision on Oct. 29,
but Connolly believes that it will likely
be approved.
“Several people testified in favor of
the Roche Brothers’ Marketplace being
opened and be located at Elm St.,” he
said. “The Zoning Board will go individually look at the location just to
double-check, but it’s likely that they
will vote on this on Oct. 29. There [were
no] spoken … oppositions, so it’s quite
likely that there might be a positive
decision on the 29th.”

Lex Erath | Sugar & Spice

Halloween

I

’d like to begin this column on a
self-congratulatory note: The fact
that I remembered Halloween was
fast approaching when I sat down to
write this, and also that I remembered
that it was before next Monday, just
goes to show you how on top of everything I am. For example, if this had
been last year, I probably would’ve gotten a column about Halloween dashed
off no later than reading period of
finals (which, of course, is still very
impressive).
Halloween is probably my favorite
holiday (yes, I did just say something
positive in this column — don’t get
used to it) for lots of reasons, the more
politically correct of which include
that it’s in the fall (see previous column), it involves lots of candy (what’s
not to love?) and it demands creativity and dedication in choosing your
costume(s). Everyone knows that in college only rookies are seen in the same
costume twice, as there are multiple
nights of themed parties and thus multiple opportunities to show off your
creativity and/or huge biceps. However,
we’re smack in the middle of round two
of midterms, and I know it’s hard to find
the time to give your costumes the careful thought and attention they obviously deserve. Therefore, below please find
a list of what I sincerely believe will be
the five hottest Tufts-themed costumes
of 2014.
Pre-med: Wear a button-up shirt,
carry around a textbook and a large
thermos of coffee and look on edge at
all times. Engage in competitive complaining (“You think your week was
bad? I had an orgo test, two quizzes and
a paper”), and debate loudly the pros
and cons of dropping Bio 13. Level of
difficulty: registering for classes as a
first-year.
Cookie guy: Wear all orange and
carry around cookies. Pro: You will
be very popular among your drunk
friends. Level of difficulty: finding a
time everyone in your group project is
free to meet.
A cappella group: Grab five to seven
friends, wear all black and randomly
assemble in a semi-circle behind strangers, humming to add some harmony to
their conversation. Extra points if you
bring a harmonica to set the right note
for each new chat. Level of difficulty:
finding a table in Dewick during the 6
p.m. rush.
TEMS: Wear khaki pants, a navy shirt
and carry around a red backpack. Begin
every conversation by asking people
how much they’ve had to drink. Pro:
You’ll waltz right past the line to any
party. Con: Don’t be offended if your
presence immediately shuts said party
down. Level of difficulty: locating a
friend in Tisch in a place you’ve never
sat before.
The Joey: Wear all white and a name
tag that says “Joey.” Set a party-hopping
schedule with your friends and then
completely ignore it, instead turning up
at unpredictable times and locations
throughout the night. For extra points,
record the awful noise of the real Joey
letting out its brakes, and then play it
whenever you stop walking. Level of
difficulty: catching the Joey anywhere
that’s not the campus center.
So, you see, there’s really no excuse for
not looking sharp as hell this Friday (and
Thursday, and Saturday), as I’ve done all
the grunt work for you. When in doubt,
pick an idea from my list, and keep in
mind it’s better to over-commit to your
costume than under-commit — because,
after all, nobody likes a cookie guy who
doesn’t have cookies. Happy Halloween!

Lex is a junior double majoring in economics and biopsychology. She can be reached
at alexandra.erath@tufts.edu.
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Movie Review

Helen Schmidt |
Around the Book Block

'Birdman' soars to success

Powerful
poetry

by Abigail Feldman
Daily Editorial Board

Amid fears of climate change and
Ebola pandemics, it’s no wonder that
so many recent films seem concerned

W

Birdman
Directed by Alejandro González Iñárritu

Starring Michael Keaton, Emma Stone,
Edward Norton, Zach Galifianakis
with apocalypse and the end of man’s
reign on Earth. Perhaps this explains
why Alejandro González Iñárritu’s
newest film “Birdman or ( The
Unexpected Virtue of Ignorance)”
— released Oct. 17 — starts with a
shot of a meteor hurtling through the
atmosphere. The bulk of the film concerns much more self-reflective questions, however: How can we struggle
with our own insignificance, and what
do we leave behind when we’re gone?
“Birdman” tells the story of Riggan
Thomas (Michael Keaton), a has-been
celebrity actor known in his glory days
for his role as “Birdman.” This premise is a little tongue-in-cheek because,
of course, Keaton himself is a falling
star once famous for his titular role in
“Batman” (1989).
“Birdman” begins its narrative during the final weeks before Riggan
opens his new Broadway play, an
adaptation of Raymond Carver’s short
story “What We Talk About When We
Talk About Love”(1981). The show is
Riggan’s final chance to regain artistic
credibility, yet, somehow, he and his
fellow cast members can’t seem to get
through a performance without running into a catastrophe. After an accident hospitalizes one of the show’s
leads, Riggan and his lawyer (Zach
Galifianakis) scramble to hire Mike
Shiner (Edward Norton), a pretentious method actor who tends to take

Alison Rosa courtesy Twentieth Century Fox.

Keaton gives an excellent performance as a washed-up actor in the "meta" film "Birdman."
things too far. Meanwhile, Riggan also
struggles to reconnect with his worldweary, straight-out-of-rehab daughter, Sam (Emma Stone).
“Birdman” thrives as a film of opposites. Though dark and horribly ironic, the movie is also hilarious and,
at times, even moving. The script is
absolutely absurd, yet the characters
themselves are familiar and somewhat predictable. The fact that these
elements work together so well has
much to do with the incredible talent
on-screen. Keaton does a fabulous job
portraying an egotistical, mediocre
stage actor in one scene and a desperate, crazed man in the next. Norton
and Stone also shine as supporting

actors, bringing complexity and unexpected humanity to their otherwise
abrasive characters.
Perhaps the most obviously innovative feature of “Birdman” is the camera work, led by cinematographer
Emmanuel Lubezki — known for his
work on “Gravity”(2013). The trick
here is that the entire story seems to
be filmed in one shot. Through the
eye of the camera, the audience travels with the characters up and down
tight backstage corridors — sometimes taking the perspective of these
characters, other times closing in on
them. This technique lends the type
see BIRDMAN, page 6

Gallery Review

'Hollywood Glamour' submerges viewers
in the elegance of past era
by Nika Korchok
Daily Editorial Board

Walking into “Hollywood Glamour:
Fashion and Jewelry from the Silver
Screen” feels as simple and immediate
as slipping into nostalgia. The small
yet comfortable space of the gallery
and the careful arrangement of beautiful pieces of fashion and jewelry,
combined with the quiet flickering
of films — including “Desire”(1936),

“Inspiration” (1930) and “This Modern
Age” (1931) — projected onto the back
wall of the exhibit, work effectively to
create an air of pleasant detachment
from reality. When walking into the
exhibit, the transition from the present day to classic 1940s Hollywood is
abrupt and then smooth; the experience of entering the space is similar
to that of viewing one of the dresses
— surprising and then spectacular.
“Hollywood Glamour” itself is small,

only consisting of one relatively small,
all-black room. Yet this space perfectly
emphasizes the glamour of the garments, allowing all of their brightness
and brilliance to shine in a space comparable to a dark movie house, or even
the classical theatrical “black box.”
The exhibit is a multimedia compilation of the art of the 1920s-1940s era.
It is a cross-sectional representation of
all that made Hollywood beautiful during the Golden Age of cinema. On one
wall, there is a series of photographs
of Hollywood stars: “Greta Garbo, in
Hollwood” (1928), “Joan Crawford, in
Hollywood” (1927), “Merle Oberon, in
Hollywood” (1935). The photographs
are exquisite in black and white —
silver gelatin prints, taken by famous
see GLAMOUR, page 6
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Travis Banton’s 1935 silver lame evening
gown was once worn by Mary Ellis in the
film “Paris in Spring.”

This 1926 Chanel dress, glittering with
embroidered silk netting and sequins, was
worn by Ina Claire.

The Joan Crawford suite of jewelry by
Verger Freres includes gold, diamond and
aquamarine.

hen it came to brainstorming
ideas for this column, I had a
bit of writer’s block. I’ve already
covered my favorite weirdly
organized novels and the joys of nonfiction
and horror novels, so what on earth could I
discuss next? In a way, I feel more and more
like an official author every time I write one
of these, and with consistent writing comes
the inevitable loss for words. So, I took out
my hefty collection of every written work
of Edgar Allan Poe to get inspired and, sure
enough, I was.
Although Poe is perhaps best known for
his collection of short stories, such as
“The Tell-Tale Heart”(1843) and “The Black
Cat”(1843), I enjoy his writing most in his
poems. My favorite is “Annabel Lee”(1849),
which follows an unnamed narrator as he
relives the pain and lifelong love he feels for
the titular character after she dies. Poe perfectly intertwines desire and pain, employing beautiful imagery in each stanza as he
describes the eternal longing to return to the
ocean that colors their life together.
Poetry is a fascinating form of literature.
For one, it provides a huge amount of creative freedom. Formal writing in novels,
even if lacking punctuation or traditional
formatting, still requires sentence structure to convey well-defined messages to
the reader. Poetry, however, can be anything under the sun. Some forms, from
Shakespearean and Petrarchan sonnets to
haikus, have strict rhyming, syllable and
stressing rules. Although stricter in formatting, poems actually have incredibly creative
layouts, as the author must meticulously
choose the perfect words and phrasing in
order to create the overall desired presentation. It takes a lot of effort and resourceful
adjusting to cut down ideas swirling in the
author’s mind and put them into the stiff
boxes defined by custom.
In addition, reading poetry is hardly a
passive activity, as it requires more than
the comprehension of words on a page. So
much of the work in reading poetry is understanding the deeper implications interlaced
between the printed words. Poetry requires
readers to bring in past experiences and
related emotions to add to the story. Readers
respond differently to various poems
because each one brings in personal details
that are nonexistent in other readers. It’s an
incredibly active role that readers are able to
take and one that is rarely present in longer
novels. I have always thought of poetry as
being short, incomplete sentences just waiting to be completed. They’re waiting to be
finished and changed, only to be erased and
rewritten when read by someone new.
Poetry is full of exciting possibilities as
well. Because there’s no strict formatting or
limits for freeform poetry, anything could
happen. I particularly enjoy shape poems
— works that create visual shapes on the
page as they describe events related to those
shapes. Poetry is also interesting as it masterfully uses very few words to say a lot.
Because poets can’t reasonably spend dozens of words describing the way the light
hits a person’s face, they must utilize their
linguistic repertoires to find the one word
that fits perfectly.
Another interesting quality of poetry is a
typical lack of significant character development. Narrators and characters are
often unnamed, and the descriptions of
characters are usually blatantly emotionally biased. Poems focus on connecting with
deeper emotions and interactions with people and events in the readers’ lives, rather
than focusing on the elaboration of fictional
characters.
Poetry uses its descriptive powers to
relate the fictional with reality, blurring the
lines between them until they’re almost
inseparable.

Helen Schmidt is a sophomore majoring
in biology. She can be reached at helen.
schmidt@tufts.edu.
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Hollywood artifacts on display at the MFA
GLAMOUR

continued from page 5

Golden Age photographer Edward
Steichen and printed by George Tice.
The exhibition subtly attempts to
answer the question, “Where does
the woman end and her dress begin?”
Dresses this beautiful were not just
costume pieces but chrysalises for their
actresses, transforming them from precocious ingenues into strong leading
ladies with personalities as sparkling,
and confidence as impenetrable, as a
diamond.
Mannequins stand on raised platforms of increasing heights, draped
with the exquisite dresses of famed costume designers of the period, visionaries of the era who revolutionized the
way women dressed. According to the
exhibit’s didactic material, a shift in costume moved from the actresses bringing and making their own clothes to
entire departments within film studios
crafting dresses and outfits specifically
for the stars. During the national shift
from vast wealth to vast turbulence,
Hollywood was as much of an outlet
of escapism for Americans then as it
continues to be today. Designers played
up this theatricality with the dresses on display. No measure of excess
was spared; silk, taffeta, gold, jewels
and other embellishments adorn the
dresses, transforming them from mere

costumes for the characters in film to
works of art that elevated the performances of the actresses who donned
them. These dresses are relics of an age
where craftsmanship was valued over
quantity and ease of replication.
Pieces such as “Evening Gown” (1935)
by Travis Banton blend the melange of
artistic influences that were pouring
into America during the era of great
immigration at the turn at the century.
Also according to the didactic material, Banton included “a subtle nod
to the Chinese embroidery with the
multicolored flowers at the shoulders.”
The simple beauty of the long black
dress with the pop of color is stunning.
Since many of the costumers became
designers in the years following their
work in the costume design industry,
their influence on the works of dramatic designers like Oscar de la Renta,
Alexander McQueen and Coco Chanel
is clear.
Along one wall is a display case of jewelry worn by the stars of the era. Necklaces,
bracelets and earrings donned by queens
of the screen like Joan Crawford sparkle like
tiny stars in the inset glass case. In the jewels
themselves there is a charming gaudiness, a
slight degree of excess and a complexity of
pattern that were markers of the Art Nouveau
period that directly preceded this era.
The exhibition is not monumental in its
impact, but given its size, that shouldn’t

Photograph © Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

"Hollywood Glamour" is sponsored by Neil Lane Jewelry, with support from the David and
Roberta Logie Fund for Textile and Fashion Arts Exhibition Fund.
be expected. However, it is charming and
nostalgic. “Hollywood Glamour” pulls no
punches and doesn’t try to trick the viewers.
Instead, it achieves what art so often forgets
to do in the process of driving in deeper
messages: pure beauty.

Enchanting cinematography enhances 'Birdman'
BIRDMAN

continued from page 5

of illusion of reality associated more
with watching a play or documentary than a movie; in fact, the only
moment that the camera assumes the
regular cinematic perspective is when
Riggan suddenly slips into a hallucinatory state. Combined with Antonio
Sanchez’s pounding drum-based score,
which maintains the rhythm of the film
so nicely, the swirling, claustrophobic
camera work keeps viewers alert right
up until the credits roll.

It is an unfortunate fact that many
films that utilize unconventional
methods of production, attempting to
appear supremely artistic, wind up
losing themselves in their own technique. “Birdman,” on the other hand,
remains hyper self-aware from start
to finish. The clever casting of Keaton
as Riggan is one example. The film
is also full of pop culture references,
especially about the current superhero blockbuster craze. On yet another
level, the film is also conscious of
show and movie business stereotypes,

poking fun at critics, audiences and
actors alike. “Why don’t I have any self
respect?” cries Lesley (Naomi Watts), a
first-time Broadway actress and Mike’s
tolerant girlfriend. “You’re an actress,”
her friend Laura (Andrea Riseborough)
replies.
Yes, the film is as esoteric and “meta”
as one might guess judging from the
quote taped to Riggan’s mirror: “A
thing is a thing, not what is said of that
thing.” But its unconventional selfawareness is not just a gimmick, as
some critics have complained: It’s cen-

Like Jumbo, the ExCollege has another
unique Tufts tradition

Apply to be a
Peer Teacher!
Design your own course and teach it this spring
Applications are available at
excollege.tufts.edu/studentPeer.asp

DEADLINE : Friday, October 31st
NOTE: Please contact Robyn Gittleman
to discuss your application.
robyn.gittleman@tufts.edu, 617-627-3384

“Hollywood Glamour: Fashion and
Jewelry from the Silver Screen” is on display at the MFA through March 8, 2015. It
is located in the Loring Gallery of Textiles
(Gallery 276). Admission to the exhibit and
the museum is free with a valid Tufts ID.

tral to Riggan’s struggle to be remembered as a real artist. And it reflects the
complexity of the characters as human
beings — a complexity that we sometimes forget in real life when we, like
bitter critic Tabitha (Lindsay Duncan),
fail to give an individual the chance to
prove himself.
Like Riggan, this movie deserves a
chance, even if it’s more of an artsy
hipster flick than a superhero blockbuster. “Birdman” is bound to be one
of the best films of the year, and it
would be a shame to miss it.
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Co-Sponsored by

Film Screening & Discussion
with Documentarian,

Anna Moiseenko
Monday, October 27 at 8pm
Tisch Library, Room 304
In early 2012, as the protest movement against Vladimir Putin's government
gained steam, Novaya Gazeta and Moscow's School for Documentary Film and
Theater partnered to send ten young documentarians into the streets to chronicle as
much of the movement as they could. The resulting film, "Winter, Go
Away!" (Russia, 2012) is a kaleidoscopic vision of the anti-Putin protest movement
as it plans, debates, and confronts the authorities.

Counter-Culture and Protest in Contemporary Russia
Events are Free and Open to the Public

Poetry & Music from

Kirill
Medvedev
Tuesday, October 28
at 6:45pm
Distler Performance Hall
20 Talbot Ave

Kirill Medvedev has recently emerged as one of the most
exciting, unpredictable voices on the Russian literary and
music scenes. Widely published and acclaimed as a poet, he
is also is an activist and a member of the Russian Socialist
movement “Vpered" [Forward].
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Editorial

Peer teaching benefits students and teachers

Upperclassmen, with years of scheduling classes, declaring majors and
navigating the social scene under their
belts, are traditionally willing to offer
a wealth of advice and wisdom to their
more recently matriculated peers. But
in addition to knowing the easiest classes to fulfill the natural sciences requirement and what times the Rez gives out
free muffins, juniors and seniors, after
two or three years of university education and two decades of life experience,
possess valuable knowledge and perspectives on a wide range of interests
and passions. The Experimental College
at Tufts University recognizes and aims
to take advantage of just that.
As an integral part of the Experimental
College, or ExCollege, rising juniors and
seniors are encouraged to apply to serve
as peer teachers. Peer teaching provides
students with the opportunity to educate

their peers about a topic of their choice.
Two examples are Perspectives and
Explorations classes, in which incoming
first-year students take a seminar class
taught by upper-level undergraduates.
Students in the classes are still assigned
a Tufts faculty member to serve as their
pre-major advisor, but they also receive a
peer mentor and sense of community in
a group of new students as they navigate
the college scene for the first time.
Peer-taught classes in the fall 2014
semester include curricula under titles
ranging from “Game of Thrones and
Political Theory” to “Bossypants: Women
in the Workforce.” But perhaps what is
more valuable than the unconventionality of the educational topics offered
through the ExCollege is the perspectives from which they are being taught.
Ingrained in the fibers of the curricula
are threads of modern opinion, youth-

ful voice and camaraderie that are often
lacking in a traditional professor-student
dynamic. It is this difference that creates
a unique platform for discussion and
learning that is both thought-provoking
and personal without the pressure of
compromised professionalism.
And with teaching comes new
understanding. As peer teachers are
forced to listen to and reflect on the
opinions and perspectives of their peer
students, they are presented with an
opportunity to gain novel insight on
a topic in which they consider themselves well-versed. Peer-taught classes are an opportunity that should be
taken advantage of by the entire Tufts
population, either as peer teachers or
students opting to take student-led
classes. Peer-taught ExCollege classes
underscore the idea that within every
person is both a teacher and a student.
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Off the Hill | Wake Forest University

Death is not romantic, but is an issue of policy
by Rachel Wallen
Old Gold and Black

On Nov. 1, Brittany Maynard will
end her own life. The 29-year-old was
diagnosed with a stage four glioblastoma, a malignant brain tumor, in
April and given six months to live.
Rather than let the tumor kill her, she
decided to take advantage of Oregon's
Death with Dignity Act and received a
prescription of life-ending pills to use
when she chooses.
Choice. Maynard emphasizes that this
is what has given her the most comfort
as her life draws to an end. She has
experienced intense headaches and seizures, but will be able to choose to end
her suffering in her own time. She has
gone public with this decision in order
to raise awareness about doctor-assisted
suicide, and hopes that in time it will be
a choice for all Americans. Maynard will
not suffer any longer than necessary. Her
family and loved ones will not have to
watch her die a long and painful death.

The Tufts Daily is a nonprofit, independent newspaper, published Monday through Friday during the academic year, and distributed free to the Tufts community. EDITORIAL POLICY Editorials represent the position
of The Tufts Daily. Individual editors are not necessarily responsible for, or in agreement with, the policies and
editorials of The Tufts Daily. The content of letters, advertisements, signed columns, cartoons and graphics
does not necessarily reflect the opinion of The Tufts Daily editorial board.

This choice has given her and her family
closure throughout the last few months.
It is important to remember, though, that
her choice is dangerous. These situations
are and should remain extremely rare.
Legalized suicide, even if it is restricted
to those who are terminally ill, opens the
door to many other issues involving endof-life decisions.
One issue is the question of doctorassisted suicide for those with physical
or mental disabilities. We will cross the
dangerous line between euthanasia and
eugenics if those with non-terminal disabilities are allowed to freely choose their
own deaths. Many people with disabilities rely in part or completely on family
members to care for them.
To make assisted suicide legal for
disabled persons leaves the door open
for individuals to take their own lives
due to the perception that they are
burdening their caretakers or for the
possibility of coercion by the caretakers to convince a disabled person that
ending their own life is the best choice.

Additionally, we need to make sure
that Maynard's highly publicized case
is not causing us to romanticize death,
particularly suicide. Novels and movies often make death seem picturesque, morbidly peaceful and tragically beautiful. It is none of these things.
Maynard is choosing to die on Nov. 1
because her life is coming to an end
anyway, not because death is alluring,
beautiful or desirable.
Her story should encourage us to
remember that life is good and important. In her final days, Maynard has been
hiking, spending time with family and
has made plans to see the Grand Canyon.
Her lifestyle proves that she is continuing to value the days that she has left.
Whether or not doctor-assisted suicide
should be legal is a question that can't be
solved in 500 words. But Maynard's case
will jump-start many important discussions about the issue, while reminding
us that any situation involving the end of
a life needs to be approached with caution and compassion.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR Letters must be submitted by 2 p.m. and
should be handed into the Daily office or sent to letters@tuftsdaily.com.
All letters must be word processed and include the writer’s name and
telephone number. There is a 450-word limit and letters must be verified.
The editors reserve the right to edit letters for clarity, space and length.

ADVERTISING POLICY All advertising copy
is subject to the approval of the Editorin-Chief, Executive Board and Executive
Business Director. A publication schedule
and rate card are available upon request.
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A view of teaching from two peer teachers
by Robyn Gittleman

Peer teaching has been an important part of the Experimental College
since 1966, and has consistently been
a success for both the students teaching and the students taking classes.
Last spring the ExCollege had four
student-taught courses ranging from
“The Politics of Drug Prohibition,”
“Explorations in Western Travel
Literature” and “YouTube: Business
and Creative Success” to a very popular course called “Is The Nook a
Book?” This course was taught by
two seniors, Zanny Allport and Emily
Carlin, although peer teaching is not
restricted to team-taught classes, nor
is it restricted to seniors.
Reflections on Peer Teaching:
ZA: Emily and I first came up with
the idea of teaching a course on
reading and technology after having
many lively, informal conversations
about the topic. It was something
that interested us and that we actually managed to find quite a lot written about. While reading was a lens
that Emily and I, as avid readers,
were particularly excited about, if I
had to design the course again I may
have chosen a different angle, since
it seemed like what people were truly
interested in was societal effects of
technology.
EC: The summer after my freshman year of college I read a book
called You Are Not a Gadget by Jaron
Lanier. It’s an assessment of how digital technology is affecting our lives.
That led me to read more books about
the relationship between humans and
technology. Since then, the way technology affects people as individuals,
in relationships and in society has
been my primary academic interest.
ZA: Teaching with Emily was overall a great experience. I thought we
worked particularly well as a team
because we have such different aca-

demic backgrounds that offered
students two very different angles.
We also get along very well, so we
rarely encountered any tension when
working through minor differences
in opinion regarding organizational
or pedagogical strategies. I’m very
happy that I was teaching with a partner, because it was very nice to have
someone to debrief with after each
class and talk about which strategies
worked well and which didn’t.
EC: I loved the experience of teaching with Zanny. I have immense
respect for her as a thinker and
a teacher, and so I felt like I was learning all the time just from our conversations about teaching and preparations for class. Also, from a purely
practical standpoint, I think I learned
a lot about collaboration and communication. Luckily we were already
good friends and communicators, so
we had that built in, but it drove
home the importance of frequent and
honest dialogue. I think that the only
downside to teaching with another
person is that you can enable each
other’s inertia, in some ways. What I
mean is that if she didn’t reach out to
me about creating a lesson plan (or
vice versa), it was easier to avoid creating one until the last minute, which
wouldn’t have been the case if [I] had
been teaching alone.
ZA: In general, teaching was something I’d always been interested in.
My experience as a peer teacher
through the ExCollege confirmed my
interest in pursuing teaching. I think
that I have some natural abilities that
make me well suited to teaching, like
a facility with speaking in front of
other people and an ability to facilitate group discussions. Teaching was
a great opportunity for me to hone
those skills I already had and build
new ones, like working closely on a
teaching team with someone and lesson planning. I think that the greatest
challenge of peer teaching, in par-

ticular, was not that it was difficult to
maintain the social distance necessary for maintaining a quasi-professional student-teacher dynamic, but
that it was difficult [knowing] when
to impose our own personal understandings of the material rather than
allowing students to gain their own
understandings through discussion.
EC: Teaching was great. It was really
exciting to share something that I am
excited about and believe to be worth
thinking about with a group of smart
and interested peers. I was surprised
by how much I learned, and I think a
lot of this had to do with it being peer
teaching. One thing that I learned
is that less can be more — when
we would take our time with activities and discussions, they’d tend to
evolve into interesting and involved
experiences. This turned out to be
a better way to do things than jampacking the class plan with a bunch
of activities. We didn’t do a ton of
lecture style classes, but sometimes
(especially near the beginning of the
semester) we’d have mini lectures on
specific topics. I found these really
fun, and I learned a lot by putting
them together. I already felt pretty
comfortable as a public speaker from
past experiences, but this reinforced
my confidence. I’m sure some of it
had to do with getting to know everyone, but by the end of the semester
I felt totally comfortable presenting
to the group. I’m really happy that I
decided to teach a class. It made me
want to teach more in the future, and
added further fuel to my wanting-togo-to-grad-school fire.
This article was compiled from end
of the semester evaluations written
by Zanny Allport and Emily Carlin,
alumnae from the class of 2014.
Robyn Gittleman is Director of the
Experimental College. She can be reached
at Robyn.Gittleman@tufts.edu.
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Social media is a valid source of news

by Taneysha Howard
The Collegian

In today's society, it is possible to
hear about late-breaking news without having to rely on newspapers and
news channels such as CNN, Fox and
NBC. Social media sites like Facebook,
Twitter and Tumblr have become outlets for news.
Newspapers and news channels generally report the information they have
from a non-biased viewpoint. However,
social media provides the bystander's viewpoint, something not usually
expressed in traditional news.
With events such as natural disasters
and the protests in Ferguson, newspapers and news channels do not always
cover all aspects of the story. As a St.
Louis native, I used Twitter, Tumblr
and Facebook to stay updated on the
Ferguson protest. Though I also read
newspapers and watched news channels,
social media outlets informed me about
what was going on from my friends' and
family's perspective. I knew people who
were either participating in the protest
or had seen it firsthand. Their posts on
social media included several details that
newspapers and news channels did not
include, and allowed me to interact with
K-State students from St. Louis.
"It seemed like the newspapers and
the news channels tried to take focus
off of the actual issue and only portrayed negative behavior," Dominic
White, a junior in architecture, said.
"It really disturbed me, because there
are people from my hometown of St.
Louis fighting for a positive cause, and
their negative portrayal is wrong."

With social media, you can follow or
friend people and groups that you like
and interact with them. The interaction
gets questions answered that the news
outlets did not cover. Social media also
allows you to talk about things that news
outlets have not talked about or will not
address. Plus, you can talk about news
events with your loved ones, especially
if the event directly affected them.
People rely on social media for informal updates and staying connected to
loved ones. Communication is very
important for people in affected areas
and for families and friends waiting for
news. For example, Facebook is working on a new app called Safety Check.
This app lets people know their loved
ones are safe by checking on others
in the selected area and marking your
friends as safe.
News channels and newspapers can't
tell you if your loved ones are okay.
However, social media can provide you
with information to make sure that your
loved ones are fine.
With social media, users can post a
link, and others can repost or retweet
that link. The links on these social media
networks can be posted on any day at
any given time. However, newspapers
only come out once a day, and even the
24-hour news cycle can't compete with
the internet's speed.
"I prefer to get the news from
Facebook," Erika Davis, program
administrative assistant for Union
Program Council, said. "News channels
make news sound so depressing. I prefer
Facebook because it is more convenient
and quicker. I don't have to wait until 6
p.m. to watch the news."

With social media, news stories and
details can get out faster. In addition, you do not have to watch an
entire news program when you want
to see one segment. On platforms like
YouTube and Vimeo, you can view
the exact clip that you want to see.
They also tend to have more attractive
headlines, and there is less to read.
It seems that people in today's
generation care more about the
news when it is reported by less
formal sources. I look at stories on
Facebook, Twitter and Tumblr, and
then check credible news sources to
make sure the story is true. Social
media (like Buzzfeed) breaks the
news first, while TV and newspapers
confirm news.
I absolutely love Buzzfeed and find it
entertaining, but I know that I cannot
use it as a credible source.
"Buzzfeed is community-generated
and can be created by anyone. It has
rich headlines and awesome gifs, but
poor content," Jeremy Cline, junior in
entrepreneurship, said.
Overall, I believe social media is very
beneficial to news reporting. These platforms provide fast, frequent news stories
and news stories updates. Social media
also provides a plethora of opinions
and facts about anything and everything
that you would want to discuss and
think about.
Last but not least, social media showcases the bystander viewpoint and
allows the general public to give the full
side of a story. Newspapers and news
channels are reliable, but social media is
more appealing and provides information at a faster rate.

Compelling
music vs.
wise friends

E

very so often friends ask something of
you, give unsolicited advice to you or
tell you what they really think about
your new special friend. And sometimes,
every so often, they’re absolutely right.
When told to listen to San Fermin, a Brooklynbased baroque pop band, I assumed I was being
advised for no other reason than to validate
my friend’s musical tastes. I was wrong. It was
a therapeutic suggestion made from personal
and emotional considerations, as if good music
weren’t enticing enough.
In lieu of the smiling, nodding and promptly
forgetting that I’ve come to realize is the default
self-defense, I decided to take such a thoughtful
suggestion to heart. Also, I needed something to
write about in my column, and this seemed like
a better idea than trying to attend belly dancing
dressed in sparkles and embarrassment.
San Fermin is a weeklong festival in Spain that
includes the encierro (the running of the bulls)
and other folkloric events. The band released its
self-titled debut in 2013 and bears surprisingly
little resemblance to crazed, adrenaline-high
Spaniards and tourists running from imminent
death. The album, in fact, is a little somber. It
follows two angsty lovers through the course of a
“hopeless case.”
To really overdo my friend’s suggestion, I opted
to listen to San Fermin and nothing else for an
entire week. On my way to class: San Fermin;
being lazy in my bed: San Fermin; supposedly
studying in Tisch: San Fermin. In short, I would
be binge listening, or guzzling an individual song
at least three times per hour, according to the
prophetic wisdom of Urban Dictionary.
Some of the album was tough to enjoy at
first, as I zombie-walked to my morning classes
on Monday. The songs are intricate compositions, sometimes just too Schoenberg-esque
for my own conventional tastes. The more
I listened, however, the more I could enjoy,
appreciate and relate: a trifecta of addiction.
The more I listened, the more I wanted to listen
again. It became a compulsion comparable to
what I can only assume sniffing cocaine feels
like. It is pop, after all.
The neurobiological effects of music are
fascinating and largely undetermined, and I
wondered if they could delineate some of my
own experiences, namely, that thing called
wanting to listen during most, if not all, of my
opportunities to do so.
We know from archaeology and ancient flutes
carved out of bone that music has been popular
since the Paleolithic age. We know from brain
imaging that emotional music triggers subcortical nuclei integral to reward, emotion and motivation systems. If pleasurable music stimulates
reward pathways, my observations don’t seem so
far-fetched.
Could my uber-saturation of emotion-laden
San Fermin have accentuated the already potent
psychological effects of music? Another theory
suggests that the pleasure of music, specifically
music one plays for oneself through headphones,
derives from the locus of control. We don’t always
have power to shape our environments, but we
can tune them out, taking refuge in a soundscape
we create for ourselves. This sounds a lot like the
lure of second life video games, as geeky (and
creepy) as that sounds.
A third hypothesis claims that solitarily listening to music is a form of social bonding. If that
makes no sense, you’re not wrong. But the conjecture goes that even while listening alone, the
listener bonds and identifies with the composers,
the performers and their emotions. Social bonding, even in this relatively isolating and pathetic
shape, occurs in the imagination and feels good
nonetheless.
So what can I glean from a week devoted
to the evocative San Fermin? Well, listening
to exorbitant quantities of music, especially
emotional music of good quality, is dangerous.
It feels good, but isolating, refreshing, but cyclical. Without variation and moderation, songs
become self-confining anthems. Friends are
good remedies, even if they do still offer unsolicited advice.

Adam Kaminski is a sophomore who has not
yet declared a major. He can be reached at
adam.kaminski@tufts.edu.

Op-ed Policy The Op-Ed section of The Tufts Daily, an open forum for campus editorial commentary, is printed Monday through Thursday. The Daily welcomes submissions from all members of the Tufts community; the opinions
expressed in the Op-Ed section do not necessarily represent the opinions of the Daily itself. Opinion articles on campus, national and international issues should be 600 to 1,200 words in length. Op-Ed cartoons are also welcomed for
the Campus Canvas feature. All material is subject to editorial discretion and is not guaranteed to appear in the Daily. All material should be submitted to oped@tuftsdaily.com no later than noon on the day prior to the desired day of
publication; authors must submit their telephone numbers and day-of availability for editing questions. Submissions may not be published elsewhere prior to their appearance in the Daily, including but not limited to other on- and
off-campus newspapers, magazines, blogs and online news websites, as well as Facebook. Republishing of the same piece in a different source is permissible as long as the Daily is credited with originally running the article.
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Crossword

Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle

DOWN
1 __ Speed
Wagon: classic
truck
2 “Today” anchorat-large Curry

Monday, October 27, 2014

Doonesbury

Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

ACROSS
1 Indian prince
6 Bert, to Ernie
9 Formal
agreement
13 __ Gay: WWII
bomber
14 Dutch cheese
16 Tibet’s continent
17 Casino machines
20 Small stream
21 Dashboard prefix
with meter
22 Fleur-de-__
23 Sound from a
Guernsey
25 Intense fear
27 Suffix with formal
or custom
28 Novelty item
whose user
always wins a
coin toss
32 Divide into shares
33 Foldable selfcooling device
34 Eyeglasses glass
35 From __ to riches
38 Connecticut Ivy
40 Nailed, as a test
43 Banking
convenience,
briefly
45 Log home
49 Cooperative picnic
running contest
53 Actor Stephen
54 Strikes lightly
55 Work on a hem,
say
56 Org. auditing
1040s
57 Comedian
Margaret
58 Opinions
61 Game involving
eight knights
66 Head of the
manor
67 Christian of
couture
68 Weddings, e.g.
69 French summers
70 Twice five
71 Perturbed

Comics

by Garry Trudeau

Non Sequitur 							 by Wiley

10/27/14

By Jeffrey Wechsler

Saturday’s
Solved
Friday’sPuzzle
Solution

3 Snoopy, when
he’s wearing
shades
4 Banned fruit
spray
5 Loser to the
tortoise
6 Looked when
you shouldn’t
have
7 Contribute
8 In 2014, it fell on
September 1
9 Writing tablet
10 “... my way”
11 “__ Kane”: Welles
film
12 Fez danglers
15 “Like a Prayer”
singer
18 Prefix with
physics
19 Formal “Me
neither”
23 NYC subway org.
24 Hooting bird
26 TKO signaler
29 Massive group
30 Train schedule
abbr.
31 Easy to grasp
36 Round Table
knight
37 “Drive faster!”

Married to the Sea 							

©2014 Tribune Content Agency, LLC

39 Flat panel TV
component
40 Slightly
41 Cigar with open,
untapered ends
42 Sign of a
changed test
answer
44 British sports cars
46 Droopy-faced
hounds
47 Freezer cubes
48 Hot off the press

10/27/14

50 Scratch into
glass, e.g.
51 Run the country
52 City near Tulsa
59 Earth tone
60 Blender speed
62 Charing Cross
and Abbey:
Abbr.
63 Forest female
64 Understand
65 Former Air
France jet, briefly

THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME

by David L. Hoyt and Jeff Knurek

www.marriedtothesea.com

Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.

©2014 Tribune Content Agency, LLC
All Rights Reserved.

CLIKF
OLAPHO

NOYCUT

A:

SUDOKU

Check out the new, free JUST JUMBLE app

LIRFL

Level: Dressing up as yourself for Halloween because you’re that much of a celebrity.

Now arrange the circled letters
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.

“

”

Saturday’s

(Answers tomorrow)
Jumbles: JEWEL
ABATE
ISLAND
POWDER
Answer: The astronomer was very good at his work.
He did a — “STELLAR” JOB

Late Night at the Daily

Friday’s Solution

Justin: “I will cannibalize the United States.”

Please recycle this Daily.
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Wanted

$$SPERM DONORS WANTED$$
Earn up to $1,500/month for less
than 5 hours’ time.
Help families through California
Cryobank’s donor program.
Apply online: SPERMBANK.com

classifieds policy All Tufts students must submit classifieds in person, prepaid with check, money order or exact cash only.
All classifieds submitted by mail must be accompanied by a check. Classifieds are $20 per week or $4 per day with Tufts ID or $30
per week or $8 per day without. The Tufts Daily is not liable for any damages due to typographical errors or misprintings except
the cost of the insertion, which is fully refundable. We reserve the right to refuse to print any classifieds which contain obscenity,
are of an overly sexual nature or are used expressly to denigrate a person or group. Questions? Email business@tuftsdaily.com.

Tufts faces Bowdoin in final regular season game
WOMEN'S SOCCER
continued from back

The Jumbos’ successful attack was a
result of the forward line finally finding
its rhythm, connecting passes and creating opportunities by controlling possession of the ball. First-year Mariah HarveyBrown’s seventh assist of the season (tying
her for most assists in the NESCAC) came
in the 63rd minute of play deep in the
right corner, and she was able to create
enough space for a Fortin header that tied
the game at 2.
“We didn’t let being down a goal at
halftime deter our goals, and we just came
out really strong,” sophomore defender
Stephanie Brunswick said.
“It’s been really refreshing over the
past practices, and [we] focused on drills
based on what happens when we’re down
… We’re just really proud of ourselves to
keep a positive mentality. It was senior day
and [we were] playing for our seniors, to
let them go out on Kraft field with a bang.”
Just minutes later, Kreider had a great
chance to retake the lead for Hamilton,
but the Tufts defense, led by sophomore
keeper Eileen McGarry, shut her down.
With just over 20 minutes to play,
Capone and Fortin, the team leaders in
goals scored with seven apiece, each scored
in the Jumbos’ come-from-behind win.
Harvey-Brown won a free kick on the
top right side of the 18-yard box, and
Kruyff’s kick sailed towards the far post.

It appeared to be headed just wide out of
bounds, but sophomore defender Alexa
Pius reached the ball just in time to head
it back into play. The ball rolled to Fortin
who was hovering just inside the 18, but
it was pushed out by Hamilton first-year
keeper Rachel Cooley. Capone ran onto
the misplayed ball to finish the play, giving
the Jumbos a 3-2 advantage.
“The free kick that we had really sticks
out for me,” Brunswick said. “It resulted in
one of our goals where Alexa [Pius] kept it
inbounds, but doing a dive to keep it in. I
think it exemplifies the tenacity our team
has in just doing whatever it takes to get
the ball back, so that we could score.”
Despite the Continentals’ attempt to
take the game into overtime, the Jumbos
held off their attempts, and the team
scored an insurance goal with less than
five minutes left in regulation time off of
a stunning individual play from Fortin. In
the 88th minute, Fortin caught first-year
Hamilton goalkeeper Emily Dumont off
her line, floating a shot up and over her to
secure a crucial win for her team.
Both Hamilton and Tufts had come
into the matchup in a must-win situation, battling for the final places in the
NESCAC Championship that will be
played over the Nov. 1 – 2 weekend.
Hamilton had a 3-5-0 conference record,
but slips to 3-6-0 with the loss, tied with
Bates for the eighth and final spot. Tufts
had come into the matchup with a 2-5-1

conference record, but their NESCAC
hopes were revitalized against Hamilton
— the win propelled them into a tie for
sixth place in the conference.
“We knew that if we wanted to make it
through to the NESCAC [Championship],
we had to win this game, so that’s what we
were playing for,” Capone said. “But we
also wanted to play for each other.”
If the conference championship were
to be played right now, the Jumbos would
have secured a chance at the title, matched
against either Amherst, Bowdoin or Conn.
College. But one game still remains in the
regular season, as Bates, Hamilton and
Colby will be looking to usurp Tufts in
the rankings. Wesleyan, sitting steadily at
the bottom of the conference after going
winless thus far, is the only team that
has already kissed its tournament hopes
goodbye.
The last game of the season will be an
away matchup against Bowdoin, a team
that currently holds a 7-2-0 record in the
NESCAC, but the team believes that its
performance against Hamilton is indicative that the team can indeed compete
with the best.
“Once you get into the NESCAC tournament it’s a clean slate for everyone, and it’s
anyone’s game at that point,” Brunswick
said. “I mean, our goal is to get as far as we
can [in the NESCAC Championship] and
that we can win. ‘Why not us?’ is kind of
our model right now.”

Jumbos finish fifth in the NESCAC
FIELD HOCKEY

continued from back

Norfleet fired a shot into the back left
corner of the net to put her team up early.
The Jumbos kept up the pressure in
the opening minutes, keeping the ball
in the Continentals’ half of the field
and unleashing a series of shots. The
Hamilton defense staved off a number
of threats, including when defender firstyear Alyson Skelly made a defensive save
in front of the goal on a shot from junior
midfielder Dakota Sikes-Keilp.
The next Tufts score came from an
unlikely source. Continuing the theme
of big contributions from seniors on
Senior Day, Golja, who has anchored the
Jumbo defense this season, put home a
penalty stroke in the 16th minute for the
2-0 lead. The goal was just her second
of the season and the second of her collegiate career.
“The seniors have been amazing
leaders for the team,” junior midfielder
Maggie Chapman told the Daily in an
email. “From day one they have pushed
us to be better and work harder. We truly
have an awesome team dynamic this
year on and off the field, something for
which the seniors are responsible. I think
that it is only fitting that our first two
goals were scored by seniors yesterday.
Despite continued offensive attacks
from Tufts, the score remained 2-0 going
into the half. The Jumbos held a 14-6
shot advantage and a 4-2 edge in penalty corners in the first period, effectively
keeping the Continentals on their heels.
Tufts began to ease up in the second
half, however, though the team maintained the lead until the end.
“We played very well in the first half
and had some really nice passing patterns, but unfortunately didn’t play as
composed in the second half,” junior
midfielder Rachel Terveer said.
Midway through the second half, the
Continentals capitalized on an opportunity and pulled within one. Keenan saved
the initial shot by Hamilton first-year
Katie Guzzetta, but Guzzetta was able to
recover the deflection and push it past
Keenan for the score.
Junior forward Allison Rolfe then
quickly reestablished the two-goal lead
for the Jumbos. Tufts immediately went
on the attack after the restart, and after

Evan Sayles / The Tufts Daily

Junior midfielder Rachel Terveer evades a Hamilton player during the Jumbos' 3-2 win on
Oct. 25.
a series of shots from Terveer the ball
deflected off Hamilton keeper Victoria
Trentini to Rolfe, who knocked it in for
her first goal of the season.
The Continentals would strike one
more time before the final whistle,
when Guzzetta found sophomore teammate Eva Rosencrans with a pass in the
circle, and the latter put it in to narrow
the tally to 3-2 with just over five minutes to play. Despite Hamilton pulling
its goalie in the final two minutes, Tufts
held on for the win.
With the win, the Jumbos move to 6-3
in the NESCAC and 11-3 overall, where
they are in sole possession of fifth place
in the conference. The NESCAC teams are
all finishing up their regular seasons this
week, though regardless of the outcomes
of this week’s games, Tufts’ seeding for
the tournament is set — the team will not
be able to catch Amherst or Trinity, who
both beat Tufts, and Williams won’t be
able to catch Tufts from below.
Nevertheless, next Saturday’s competition against Bowdoin may very well be

the most important match-up of the season for Tufts. As the defending national
champions and national No. 2, the Polar
Bears seem to be at the top of their game,
having been bested only by an impressive Trinity Banthams team in a close
overtime game this season.
“This week we are working on pulling
everything together,” Chapman told the
Daily in an email. “We are fine-tuning our
system, and just building our confidence
up so that we can be mentally tough, as
Bowdoin is always an exceptional team,
and this year will be no different.”
“[We’ll be] definitely watching a lot of
game film and trying to learn their style
of play so we can match up well against
them,” added Terveer.
A win against Bowdoin in the season
finale would be a huge confidence booster and momentum builder for Tufts, and
it could be the key to a deep run not only
in the NESCAC tournament but in the
following NCAA tournament as well. The
feat would be difficult but not impossible
for this Jumbos team.

Luke Machamer | Back Around the Horn

Squid
City

L

ast week, everyone’s favorite
hashtag, #cancelRovell, popped
back up on Twitter. For those who
aren’t familiar with Darren Rovell, he
is an ESPN sports business reporter as
well as a business correspondent for ABC
News. He is famous for his overaggressive
focus on New Media buzzwords. The first
thing Rovell does when he gets up in the
morning is whisper the word “synergy.”
Every other tweet of his contains some
form of the word “brand.” Unfortunately,
as an ESPN employee, Rovell gets pretty
good access to information and athletes.
He has a large Twitter following and, arguably, one of the better jobs in the world.
What does Darren Rovell do with such an
opportunity? Well, he tattletales.
On Thursday Notre Dame first-year
wide receiver Justin Brent was spotted
out on the town with adult actress Lisa
Ann. The two enjoyed a New York Knicks
preseason basketball game (if you can
do such a thing). They potentially had
even more fun, because later that night a
selfie of the two in bed surfaced. Someone
might have had sex? Well, of course this is
where Darren Rovell comes in.
After hearing about the date to the
Knicks game and maybe seeing the aforementioned selfie, Rovell couldn’t take it
anymore. He tweeted a screenshot of the
sex section of the Notre Dame code of
conduct (yes, Notre Dame has a sex section of its code of conduct). The rule states
that students who engage in sexual union
outside of marriage may be subject to
referral to the University Conduct Process.
As the saying goes, nobody likes a snitch.
College players have to deal with amateurism, which means they can’t make money
off of their fame. Amateurism means that
when a college jersey gets sold, a player
gets nothing, despite the fact the jersey
has the same exact jersey number as the
one he wears every Saturday. If they can’t
gain money from their fame, they should
still be allowed to enjoy the notoriety that
comes from being on national television
and playing in front of stadiums filled
with tens of thousands of screaming fans.
Notre Dame may have special rules about
the type of celebrities with which their
players are allowed to associate, but I
think the average sports fan feels that it’s
kind of nice when 18-year-old athletes get
to live a really cool life because of their
sporting ability. The concept of paying
them might get more complicated, but
if famous people want to hang out with
college athletes, why would anyone have
a problem with that?
Darren Rovell doesn’t want anyone to
have fun though, because he is a weird,
nerdy, terms-and-conditions reading type
of dude. For whatever reason, he felt some
obligation to police the actions of players. With the access of information that
Darren Rovell has, he could cover thousands of interesting sports and business
stories. He could use his time to improve
the lives of college athletes. The fact that
he chooses to channel his influence into
trying to get a college football player in
trouble demonstrates the type of squid he
truly is.
Notre Dame has not yet punished Justin
Brent, and hopefully they won’t. At the end
of the day, this will most likely be a nonstory. But if there is one thing that I have
learned as a consumer of sports media, it’s
that when you get an easy chance to take a
shot at Darren Rovell, you take that shot.

Luke Machamer is a junior majoring in
economics. He can be reached at lucas.
machamer@tufts.edu.
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Tufts falls to undefeated Amherst
by Wil Glavin

Daily Editorial Board

Coming off of an important home win
over Williams, Tufts traveled to Pratt Field
to take on the undefeated Amherst Lord

FOOTBALL
(3-3 Overall, 3-3 NESCAC)
at Amherst, Mass., Saturday
Tufts
Amherst

3 0
10 14

0
0

0 — 3
6 — 30

Jeffs. Searching for its first road win, the
Jumbos’ offense struggled throughout and
the team fell by a score of 30-3.
It was family weekend at Amherst, and
the team was able to earn a lopsided victory for its large crowd. The Lord Jeffs defense
was dominant and finished with six sacks
in the team’s victory, dropping the Jumbos
to 3-3 on the season.
Tufts’ offense struggled early once again,
with a punt and an interception on its first
two drives, and Amherst’s senior quarterback Max Lippe broke the scoreless tie with
8:54 remaining in the first quarter.
The Lord Jeffs had great field position
following the interception thrown by senior
quarterback Jack Doll. Starting at the Tufts
43, Lippe completed three passes, to bring
the team inside the redzone. The senior’s
one-yard touchdown run on 3rd and goal
gave the home team a 7-0 lead.
After an injury sidelined Doll for the rest
of the game, sophomore quarterback Alex
Snyder came in to relieve, arguably, the
best offensive player Tufts has on its roster.
“The doctors are evaluating [Doll],”
coach Jay Civetti said. “He suffered a couple of different injuries. I can tell you that it
has to do with the upper body.”
Snyder’s day did not start well, as he
was intercepted by senior linebacker Ned
Deane on his second attempt of the day.
Amherst was again able to capitalize on
the Tufts turnover with a 37-yard field goal
from senior kicker Phillip Nwosu.
The Jumbos’ offense was forced to punt
on the subsequent drive, but in the waning
minutes of the first quarter, Snyder found
sophomore tight end Nik Dean for a mas-

Ethan Chan / The Tufts Daily

After a big win at home against Williams on Oct. 18, Tufts traveled to Amherst for a tough matchup in which it fell to the Lord Jeffs 30-3.
sive 80-yard completion. Looking at 1st
and goal at the Amherst 7, Tufts had a great
opportunity to narrow the 10-point gap.
However, a 14-yard intentional grounding penalty, followed by a holding and then
a sack made what was once 1st and goal
at the 7 into 3rd and goal at the Amherst
40. Luckily, Snyder was able to rush for 17
yards on 3rd down, and first-year kicker
Zach Thomas made the 40-yard field goal.
On the next drive, the Tufts defense
forced an Amherst punt. At the start of the
second quarter the Jumbos had the ball
down seven points. A holding penalty followed by a sack gave Tufts 3rd and 38 at
its own 8-yard line. The Jumbos’ quarterback then threw his second interception
of the game, this time to junior linebacker
Thomas Kleyn.
With the ball at Tufts’ 4, Lippe handed
the ball off to junior wide receiver Adam
Wallace, who plunged into the endzone to
give the Lord Jeffs a 17-3 lead.
The Jumbos’ succeeding two drives
ended in a missed field goal and a punt.
But with just under five minutes to play
in the half, Snyder’s Jumbos began to

show some life. The sophomore completed three consecutive passes as the
clock approached the two minute warning. However, on 1st and 10, Snyder threw
his third pick of the half.
Junior defensive back Christopher
Gow came down with the ball at the Tufts
38-yard line and sprinted past the away
team’s offense for the pick six. The score
was 24-3 at the half, and it appeared that
Tufts would remain winless on the road.
On Tufts’ first drive of the second half,
however, Snyder completed two passes for
21 yards and ran three times for 22 yards.
The Jumbos’ offense was knocking on the
door, but on 4th and goal at the Lord Jeffs 3,
Snyder was tackled for a two-yard loss, killing Tufts’ momentum. For the next 26 minutes, Tufts’ offense never crossed midfield.
Despite the offensive struggles, the
Jumbos stayed strong on defense in the
second half. They allowed just one score,
a 37-yard touchdown pass from Lippe to
Wallace, but even with its strong second
half Tufts still lost 30-3.
Neither Snyder nor Lippe played particularly well in this game. The former was 14-32

Women's Soccer

Jumbos score three in second half comeback
by Alison Kuah
Daily Editorial Board

The women’s soccer team scored three
unanswered goals against Hamilton on
Saturday, erasing a one-goal first half defi-

2
1

0
3

—
—

Seniors lead
offensive push on
Senior Day
by Maclyn Senear
Daily Editorial Board

FIELD HOCKEY
(11-3 Overall, 6-3 NESCAC)
at Bello Field, Saturday

2
4

cit to defeat Hamilton 4-2 in its second-tolast regular season game. Sophomores Jess
Capone and Brook Fortin each scored two
goals to bring the team’s record to 3-5-1 in the
NESCAC and 7-5-2 overall.
“Coming back in the second half was the
most memorable moment of the game,”
Capone said. “Not only that, we came back
to take the lead, which was a really emotional
win because it was senior day [and the last
home game of the season].”
In a markedly different start to their four
previous NESCAC games, the Jumbos got on
the board early with a goal from Capone in
the 14th minute off an assist from senior
co-captain Carla Kruyff. A combined effort
from Fortin and senior midfielder Nikki
Blank earned the Jumbos a corner kick, and
Kruyff’s corner kick found a perfectly positioned Capone who headed the ball into the
net for the first goal of the day.
Hamilton was the more aggressive team
in the game, while Tufts was the more efficient one. Hamilton tallied 13 shots in the
game, and out-shot Tufts 8-3 in the first half.

Field Hockey

In its final regular season home
game, Tufts honored its seniors on
Senior Day by beating Hamilton on

WOMEN’S SOCCER
(7-5-2 Overall, 3-5-1 NESCAC)
at Kraft Field, Saturday
Hamilton
Tufts

for 175 yards and three interceptions, while
the latter was 15-29 for 136 yards with one
passing and one rushing touchdown.
“[Snyder] got in there in a backup situation,” Civetti said. “A year ago he played
some against [Amherst]. They were definitely the best defense, the best in the
league that we’ve faced all year. He was
under duress a lot, but he made some big
throws. There were also a couple of drops
out there, and the O-Line was banged up.”
In addition to the less-than-stellar quarterback play, both teams’ entire offenses
struggled throughout. There were a combined 20 punts in the game, the teams
converted on a total of nine out of 37 third
downs and neither squad put up over 250
yards of total offense.
“Again, they’ve got a great D,” Civetti
said. “They did a great job. We had a couple
guys [on the O-Line] who couldn’t suit up,
[Landon] Davis was one of them.”
Despite the loss, Tufts is sitting at .500
and has a home game against Colby on
Saturday. This crucial game will determine
whether the Jumbos can finish the season
with an undefeated home record.

Hamilton
Tufts

2
1

—
—

2
3

Philbrick, whose one-timer slid inside the
near post to give the Continentals a 2-1 lead
after the first 45 minutes.
The second half, however, featured a drastic change of pace, as the full potential of a
cohesive and dynamic Tufts team was finally
on display. The Jumbos scored three unanswered goals, showing their strong play on
both sides of the field. The team took only
four shots in the second half compared to the
Continentals’ five, but found the back of the
net on three of the four attempts.

Bello Field Saturday afternoon. The
3-2 win caps off a three-game winning streak for the Jumbos as they
try to build momentum ahead of next
month’s NESCAC tournament.
The game wasn’t as close as the
score might indicate, as Tufts dominated play for most of the game against
a Hamilton team that is 2-7 in conference play this season. The No. 9 ranked
Jumbos quickly established a lead,
scoring just over five minutes into the
first half.
Fittingly, it was senior co-captain
midfielder Brittany Norfleet, honored
just before the game along with senior
co-captain goalkeeper Bri Keenan and
defender Colleen Golja, who struck
first. Dribbling into the circle and
evading several Continental defenders,

see WOMEN'S SOCCER, page 11

see FIELD HOCKEY, page 11
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Sophomore defender Alexa Pius fights for the ball in a 1-0 loss to Williams on Oct. 18.
Even then, however, the Continentals only
led by one heading into the half.
Hamilton’s aggressive play did pay off initially, as the Continentals scored the final
two goals of the first half. The Continentals’
first goal came off a free kick near the low
right side of the box where junior Becca Rees
found open first-year Katie Kreider sprinting
from the top of the box. Hamilton’s second
goal, scored with less than ten minutes left in
the half, broke the stalemate. The combined
play of Hamilton first-year Katja Dunlap and
senior Rachel Hirsch drew the Tufts defenders away from teammate first-year Dary
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